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I INTRODUCTIOF
The oTDject of this thesis is threefold, viz:-
1 To design a domed "building to he used exclusively for
athletic events.
2 To develop and discuss the theory pertaining to the
design of the dome.
3 To show the application of this theory to the design.
II DESCRIPTION OF THE DESIGH
The design has a cruciform plan two hundred and fourteen
feet hy one hundred and seventy four feet in extreme dimensions,
and is^eventy one feet, six inches high to the top of the flat
dome surmounting the four arches. The dome or calotte is sup-
ported by the main arches and "by the pendent ives, which are
spherical triangles of the same radius, these being continuous
with the dome proper, forming extensions of it and increasing
its maximum diameter. The main arches have a rise of thirty
seven feet, six inches and a span of one hundred and five feet.
The tunnel vaults are not true vaults hut are supported by
beams spanning from the arches to the outer walls, with a slab
construction forming the roof. The span and rise of the arches
were determined from the radius and height of the dome, which
in turn were determined from a consideration of the actual space
required for a running track and a full sized base ball diamond.
The diagonal of the diamond ( one hundred and twenty seven
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feet,six inches ) determined the actual necessary unohstructed
space. Twenty one feet on each side was added to this so as to
provide for the running track and clearance, thus making the span
one hundred and seventy feet.
The track having eleven laps to the mile, is on the long
axis of the "building. Under the shorter tunnel vaults, rows
of hleachers are fixed to accommodate about fifteen hundred
spectators. These are so arranged that eighty eight per cent
permit an unohstructed view of the entire field.
The comhination of steel and concrete constitutes a form
of construction possessing to a large degree the advajitages of
both materials without their disadvantages. Steel is especial-
ly well adapted to resist tensile stresses, hut to resist com-
pressive stresses, it must "be made into more expensive forms,
consisting of relatively thin parts, widely spread, in order to
provide the necessary lateral rigidity. Again a serious dis-
advantage in the use of steel is its lack of dura"bility.
Concrete is characterized "by low tensile strength, rela-
tively high compressive strength and great durability. Steel
is thoroughly protected from corrosion when covered with con-
crete, which is a comparatively cheap material and readily avail-
a"ble in most localities.
For such a type of structure as the one proposed, in which
"both tension and compression exist, the combination of the two
materials is particularly advantageous. Here the tensile stress-
es are carried "by steel mesh, embedded in the concrete in the
lower zones of the dome, and the compressive stresses through-

out are carried "by the concrete.
l^'or the doine , reinforced concrete construction is particu-
larly advantageous on account of its simplicity and economy.
The symmetry of the different units allows economy in cost of
erection of forms, it "being quite possihle to erect the center-
ing for one arch and by means of a track to slide it to another
position after the concrete has set. With the four arches as a
working "basis, the dome could te constructed hy means of two
similar templates in the form of spherical triangles correspond-
ing to the surface of the intrados v/hich can he revolved about
a vertical a:Kis through the center of the dome. The template
can be supported at the edge of tyie lantern and on the top of
the arches. By supporting the lantern from the ground, the con-
crete can be made to butt directly against the sides of the lan-
tern, forming an arch quite stable in itself, which will permit
the removal of the template in order that it m.ay be revolved
around a short distance to support another similar arch while
the concrete is setting.
Ill THE mm
A Historical
Domes of all forms and shapes, constructed of all kinds of
materials, have been executed in both ancient and modern times.
In the case of the older masonry domes, their execution was look-
ed upon as a venturesome undertaking - an experiment causing
a feeling of uncertainty regarding the structures. When these
domes did prove successful, praise and recognition v/ere the
3
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rev;ards of the designers.
The famous domes that have been "built, the Pantheon, the
Santa Sophia, the dome at Florence and the dome of St, Peters,
still stand; and, as examples of stone domes, would he worthy of
any of our present engineers.
It is certain that the old masters knew, only in a general
way, what they were doing, when they huilt these large dom,es.
This is evident from the nature of the reinforcement applied to
the structures from time to time. The position of the "weak 'I
zone", technically known as the joint of maximum rupture, was not 11
known to them. Some of these dom.es were designed on principles
similar to those used in the investigation of the cylindrical
vault; others with rihs were designed on the principle of a three7
hinged arch. Both methods are incorrect and extravagant of ma-
I.
terial.
Of the tv/o principal dimensions required for the design of
these domes, the first one selected was the radius of the shell;
the second was the thickness of the shell. The time honored
practice was to assume this dimension to he a certain fraction |i
of the radius for the crown and the base, increasing in thick-
ness from crown to "base. The old designers were aware of the
absence of positive proof that they were doing right in follow-
ing this, yet the existing domes seem to have furnished the in-
formation hy which these rules were established.
V/ith the exception of the dome of the Pantheon, the con-
struction of the other domes mentioned is v/rong in constructive
design, in the Santa Sophia, forty openings are arranged around

5the "base; and the other two are constructed on the "Rih Princi-
ple". Both of these arrangements are out of place in the tension
zone of a spherical "brick masonry dome, since the continuity of
the dome is interrupted, making it irapossihle to take up the
tensile stresses "by means of continuous reinforcing. The fact
that a tensile ring stress exists in all portions below the joint
of rupture has caused defects to develop in these masonry dom.es;
and domes of brick and stone will continue to be failures unless
the coursings are designed so as to transmit tension.
The m.ore recent reinforced concrete domes tend to show that
the thickness of shell is quite an arbitrary matter. The dome on
the church at Los Angeles, the one on the Synagogue in Boston,
the one on the capitol at Porto Rico and many similar structures
in Germany indicate that the method employed in the solution of
these reinforced concrete domes and the means of taking up some
of these stresses economically by reinforcement, has cheapened
their construction so as to make possible a much more general
use of this monumental motive in design.
The present Americar examples have been solved by the
gravity method, deduced by Professor William Cain. The theory
employed by the Germans for the most part has been similar to the
method used in solving ring domes. The latter theory is based
on the assumption that if the number of ribs and rings 'are in-
creased indefinitely, what is called a true dome is approached,
that is a thin shell forming a solid of revolution round a ver-
tical axis. The solution, however, is cumbersome and not so

economical as that used "by the American engineers. I
In the construction of these recent domes, the forms have
,
been allowed to remain from 60 to 90 days, depending upon the
||
conditions of the weather. In striking the forms, the maximum
deflection of any of these structures v/as I/I6 of an inch.
|
B Theory
Comparatively little has "been written on the distribution
and magnitude of stresses in masonry domes; a.nd, to our knowledge,
nothing of scientific nature on those domes whose shells are
too thin to contain the line of pressure as determined "by the
gravity method. Guastavino seem.s to have solved the question :i
as it should he solved. Unfortunately he has confined his so-
lution to a particular material - flat tile, laid in cement mor-
tar, in which sufficient tensile and shearing strength is devel-
|
oped to take up the "bulging and flexural stresses.
The computations on domes, from the sta.ndpoint of economy
and actual theoretical solution, are in a very unsatisfactory
state. There has "been no theory advanced which takes into con-
sideration the elastic properties of a material like concrete.
All theories so far devised, unless it is the theory used hy
|j
Guastavino, assume voussoir action, that is, a piling of one
"block, or voussoir, upon the other; and the computations are
merely confined to static action from a system of hlocks of
that kind. According to present theories, the stresses are di-
rectly proportional to the thickness of the concrete, or the
unit load on the shell. In other words, it seems to make no
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difference how heavy or thin you make a concrete shell of uni-
form thickness, the unit stress on the "bottom of the dome rem.ains
the same. The danger is that the shell may "be so thin that the
slightest deviation of the pressure from the center line of the
dome would stress it to failure "by either compression or tension.
The theory concerning the upper part of any dome, where '
compressive stresses only are experienced, is common to all
domes, whether of metal, reinforced concrete or masonry. For
such domes the graphical method for the determination of stress-
es is simple and clear; the analytical method alone "being used
as a check on the stresses.
isTaturally a dome generated "by revolving some curve a"bout
a vertical axis is most readily analyzed. Both intrados and ex-
trados may "be generated "by using a regular curve for the gener-
[
ating line. If we pass through the ajcis two meridian planes
j
m.aking an angle(j;with each other, we cut from the dome a portion
of a wedge
.
r

The dome may "be considered as cut into an infinite number
of continuous horizontal voussoir rings, formed b3'- intersecting
the dome "by conical surfaces of revolution whose elements are
normal to the surface. Conical joints may "be passed certain
distances apart normal to the soffit, a.nd the part of the dome,
as D E, lying "between any two successive conical joints, is call-
ed a crown. The four curved edges of a crown lie in horizontal
planes. The portion of the crown D E, lying "between two meri-
dian planes, is called a voussoir; though, strictly speaking,
there are no true voussoirs in a concrete dome,
A voussoir is thus the assumed portion of a dome included
"between two adjacent conical joints and between two meridian
planes, which make any angle tp with each other.
The upper part of the dome, under the influence of gravity,
tends to fall, and thus induces stresses at all the supposed
joints. The magnitude of these stresses, it is our o"bject to
find.
The voussoir as part of the crown, D E, is su"bjected to
horizontal pressures (or tensions) on its vertical faces, and
it likewise sustains a meridional thrust, acting downward on its
upper conical face, and a meridional thrust, a.cting upward on its
lower face. The forces acting on the voussoir, which must "be
in equilibrium, are its own weight, the two horizontal forces
and the meridional thrusts.
In the investigation the resultant of the tv;o horizontal
pressures, which we will callQ is first found, and from it and

the given angle tp the horizontal pressure, q, is
computed from
the formula 9 = 2^ ..c,^^ , as is evident from the horizontal
forces
acting on the voussoir.
Fig. 2 represents the horizontal forces acting on a voussoir
in the upper zone, ahove the joint of rupture, while Pig. 3 rep-
resents the horizontal forces acting on a voussoir in the ten-
sion zone.
><b. 3.
If is expressed in circular measure and is equal to 75 of
•the circumference of a unit circle ((p= and n is supposed very
large, then will he verj*- small and cam he made to differ from
5if\ 4? hy as small a quantity as we choose, hy increasing n I
Thus replacing 3ii>v^^cj:) ^oy ^(^, i
q - £
<f
2TT
If Q acts to the left, the horizontal forces cause compres-
sion in the crown; while if Q acts to the right, the directions
of these horizontal forces are of course reversed and tension
is exerted in the crown. i
I
Suppose "r" to he the radius, in feet, of the center line
of the portion of the dom.e included hetween two meridional planed
In the figure this center line is represented hy the quadrant,
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A B, descriloed with O as a center and r as a radius. The aocis
is of course vertical. If this axis is divided into, say, for
this case, ten (10) equal parts, each of length a and horizontals
are drawn through these points of division, meeting the curve
at c, ,Cj, the area of each zone generated hy revolving ^c., cc^,
<^*<^3-—^about the axis is equal to 2>TTrci and the weight of the
corresponding crown is STxmwt where wis the weight per cuhic
foot of the concrete. The weight of the correspondirig voussoir
is then -L of this, or STTY-Q.wt » which reduces to t^ra.wt since
This then is the weight of the successive vou ssoirs , -A.c,_j
c.Cr,-— to which the successive arcs are supposed to refer. If
rawi is computed and laid off to any scale on the vertical
0-1 = 1-2-35 etc., each equal to rdwl
,
the weight then is repre-
sented hy times the lengths O-l, 1-2, etc., so that the measure
of each line in the force diagram must he multiplied "by 4? to
give the true result. The assumption must he made that the
meridional thrust is tangent to the center line of the dome at
the point under consideration j then, if 0-1 ' , 02'— ,are drawn
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perpendicular to the radii atc.^C;,-— , .they give the direction
of the meridional thrusts. There is no thrust at A, since the
upper surface of the conical joint there reduces to a line and
there can he no pressure on a line. The forces acting on the
first voussoir, A c„ are its weight, the upward meridional
thrust at c,, and the two horizontal forces, the resultant of
which replaces them in the triangle of forces, 0-1-1* , formed
hy drawing a horizontal through 1 to meet O-l' ^ at l' . In this
triangle of forces, <;>, is represented "by l-l' and acts to the
left, thus is compression. The same construction is continued
and the force diagram for the second voussoir, c, c^ is 0-l*-b-2-0
O-l' represents the downward meridional thrust at c, ; 1 - "b
the weight of the voussoir, and "b-2 ' , the horizontal forces
||
and 2*- the upward meridional thrust exerted "by the third •
voussoir upon the second at C x . This crown is then everywhere
j
in compression. The construction is continued and ahout c^the
horizontal forces change sign and pass from compression to ten-
sion. The horizontal force 9 then is greatest near the summit
and near the "base and least at the joint of maximum rupture.
In a concrete dome, this tension that is exerted around the
successive crowns is resisted in the present case mainly by wire
mesh since this is shaped so as to give mechanical bond between
the steel and the concrete.
The meridional thrust, say, at c,. is <f o;t' and this thrust
acts on a horizontal width of voussoir = where v^^.
is the radius of the horizontal circle at c,,. Then the meridional

thrust per unit of length of horizontal circumference is cpoz'
divided "bytpv^^, or The meridional thrusts per unit of length
of horizontal circumference would then "be as indicated, where o;^'
etc. means the numerical measures of the lines 02'etc. to the
scale of force used and the thrusts are given in pounds. Each
of these act on an axea,i^t ort square feet, nearly, so that on
dividing any thrust hyt
,
the unit stress in pounds per square
foot on the conical Joint at that depth is obtained. It is read-
ily seen that these thrusts increase in going from the pole to
the equatorial hase.
Since the horizontal force is equal to the total horizontal
force divided "by (c^= average side thrust on a voussoir
per unit length of meridian is divided "by the length in feet
of the particular arc for the corresponding q> , and the average
stress exerted, per unit area, is this divided "by "t". In this
case also 9 is the numerical measure of the line representing
it to the scale of force.
A sharp distinction must "be drawn hetween the total hori-
zontal thrust at a joint other than and the value of 9 per-
taining to the voussoir just above it. Thus, for the second
voussoir
,
9
- ?l' , "but the total horizontal thrusts exerted
at c, and c^ are n' and 2.2' respectively.
If we conceive that in a dome any particular point may he
on as many separate syinmetrically loaded arches of varying span
and radii as can "be cut "by planes of great and small circles of
the sphere passing through it, and consider that the haunches
of one may "become the crown of another,* we must realize that
L
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there is uncertainty regarding the "bulging stresses, particular-
ly in the upper zones; and it is reasonable to "believe that they
neutralize each other to a far greater extent than is indicated
"by the stress diagram of the forces acting in meridional and
horizontal planes only. '
A second method for obtaining the stresses that would give
practically the same results is that used by the famous Schwedler,
The interpretation of results is not so clear and is not self
evident from the construction of the diagram.
\
\
\
1 )
The loads are calculated exactly as in the previous case and
plotted; then with this load line as a radius, the center line
of the curve is described. At the successive points on the load
line horizontals are drawn until they intersect the curve. At
each of these points draw vertical vAp
,
drawxrr^at right angles
tox.o . Bring down with>^as a center to the horizontal through
x.,rT^^ then vertically down until it intersectsx^oat I . Bring
up to this same radiusxo , withx.as a center, the height l7r>ir^,
if
whence the meridional thrust -sxcj^and the horizontal thrust or
pull Ic^.
In the solution, the diarrara will "be as shown in the figure
on the right. The heavy lines represent the horizontal stresses;
the total length of lines, t": ^le^.^idional thrusts.
Suppose now pendentives istituted a part of a second dome
and supported a full hemishpf - leal dome as shovvn:
The reinforcing in the upper dome takes up all horizontal
thrust dovm to the level-i?^-A,
,
hence the pressure there is ver-
tical. The (shaded) pendentives constitute part of a second
dome, except that the weight of the upper dome coming iDetween
two meridional planes must "be plotted as part of the load line
and the pole taken at the origin of the load line. The "crown
stresses" in the successive horizontal crowns of the pendentives
are to "be found "by a construction exactljr similar to the one al-
ready described, and wire mesh anchored at the ends, except in
.»
i
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the top crown where the mesh extends entirely around the crown
and takes up the tension. !^
The tension in the top cro\7n is in pounds, heinr' the horizon-
tal projection of the meridional thrust to scale of force; in
the next crown the difference of the two horizontal projections
pertaining to those two crowns, etc.
|i
To have any compressive crown stresses in the pendentives
where a full dome is supported on pendentives, the upper dome would
necessarily have to "be very light. If this should occur,* no re-
inforcement is needed for them. In case the pendentives are not
reinforced, they will act below the joint of rupture as a series
of simple arches and should "be treated as such. The four large
arches BCD etc. sustain only the vertical forces transmitted
"by loads above between meridian planes. Having found these
loads, say, between successive meridian planes, lay them off on
I,,
arch BCD, and deal with arch B C D as usual.
# By a series of mathematical deductions, it may be shown
that the stresses in a complete dome- of constant thickness are
as given below.
These stresses represent the average stresses in pounds per
square foot over the corresponding joints. If the resultant
force passes through the center of the joint, they are maximum
stresses; if it passes one third of "t" from the edge, the maxi-
# Theory of the Spherical or Conical Dome of Reinforced Con-
crete. Prof. William Cain:
Due to meridional thrust at pole^^wr- compression
" " " " " base-.v^r- "
" " crown " " pole--^w>- "
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mum unit stresses are double the above values.
For safety'-, considering the elastic yielding of the dome,
whatever the thickness "t" of the shell, double the average
stresses above should be used. If the thickness of the dome
is increased from pole to pole, these stresses may also be readi-;
ly found by finding ^ra.wl and then finding at the point in
question.
C Conclusion
Prom the theory it is seen that at any point in a dome three
forces are acting and the place can be found where the weak part
in the dome exists. The forces in the crown are the weight, the
tangential meridional thrust, alwa^^s acting downward, which is a
compressive stress, and the circumferential ring stress, which
is either tension or compression, depending on the stj'-le of dome
and where the point under consideration is sitiiated.
At the base of the dome, two principal stresses exist and
must balance each other; The tangential meridional thrust,
which is always compression, and taken up by the concrete itself,
and the horizontal ring stress, also called shear, which would
burst the shell open if not taken care of by the tensile strength
of the concrete of which the dome is constructed, or by some
auxiliary means therein, such as a metal mesh or hoop. Both of
these stresses are naturally due to the weight of the dome, the
snov/ load and the wind load.
Since the ring stress of a full dome changes from compres-
sion at the crown to tension at the base, there exists a point
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or a particular value of this rin^ stress where it "becomes zero,
or in other words, the two stresses neutralize each other and
become zero. This point is called the joint of maxim'om rupture
or principal voussoir of rupture. Thus the horizontal plane
through the dome at this point divides it into two parts, such
that all parts ahove this plane are in compression in all direc-
tions, while the lower part is in compression and tension. The
tensile ring stress of a hemispherical dome at the point of
maximum rupture is zero, and increases until it reaches the "base,
where it is a maximum.
As in the theory of the simple ("barrel) arch, the elastic
yielding of the arch determines the line of the centers of pres-
sure, so that the elastic yielding of the dome should determine
the corresponding centers of pressure, though the theory has not
been formulated.
If a complete theory of the dome, considering its elasti-
city'-, were known, a proper thickness could be found to satisfy
both strength and stability. The present imperfect theory gives
no proper answer to this question, and the thickness has to be
assumed, based to a larp-e extent on the successful practise of
the past. Increasing "t" does not increase the strength, unless
the elastic yielding of the dome materially modifies results by
causing the lines of pressure to depart so far from the centers
of the joints that the unit stresses are very much increased.
There is no absolute rule by which this thickness may be
determined. According to the theory, a shell of constant thick-
ness would not have to be thicker than that of an egg shell to
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stand. The great consideration is to keep the line of pressure
within the middle third in order to reduce the unit stress. That
an arch or dome could not stand should this pressure lie outside
the middle third has long ago "been disproved, hut the nearer the
intrados or extrados this pressure approaches, the larger the
unit stresses on that particular portion hecomes, until the ma-
terial fails by crushing.
It is natural to think that since the average stresses at
the hase of a complete dome are double those at the crown, the
thickness should "be greater at the "base to equalize the stresses
more nearly. The question of the added cost of concrete enters
and in most instances it is wise to keep the shell as thin as
practise and constructive considerations will permit.
The limiting radius for a reinforced concrete dome of such
thickness that the center of pressure on any joint is nowhere
nearer the surface than one third the thickness msiy "be o"btained
from the relation of w and r. If the maximum stress allowed on
concrete in compression is 500 pounds per square inch, the lim-
iting radius may be found by equating double the maximum stress
w r with 500x 144
2 ^150 = 500 X.1 4 4
r = 240 ^-y.
Prom the foregoing theory the following conclusions govern-
ing the principal dimensions of a reinforced concrete dome, may
be stated:
The diameter at which domes of uniform thickness and carry-
ing their own weight may be designed, depends entirely on the
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corapressive strength of the concrete.
^''or each mixture of concrete, a "critical radius" may "be
obtained, be^'-ond which the dome will not maintain itself, no
matter how thick the shell may he.
Domes having a radius equal to, or within the "critical
radius" may he made theoretically as thin as it is possible
to construct them.
The "critical radius" of a dome is equal, or equivalent, to
the height of a col'oran of uniform cross section crushing by its
own weight.
The factor of safety can only be secured by making the
"limiting radius" as many times smaller than the "critical rad-
ius" as the case seems to require.
The "critical radius" may be increased by conforming the
meridional cross section of the shell to that of a triangle.
This is obtained by varying the thickness from pole to base.
It might lead to such a dimension for the thickness of shell at
the base of the dome as to be impractical from both the stand-
point of construction and cost.
D Application to Design
The dome in the present case has a radius of one hundred
feet and is five inches thick at the lantern and eight inches
at the haunch, and should be of a 1:2:3 broken stone concrete.
The successive weights laid off along the load line are not
equal for equal altitudes, as was the case with a dome of con-
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stant thickness, and were calculated for an angle equal to
t«ro degrees. It was sufficient to describe the center line of
a meridional section of the half dome with a radius, r, found
hy trial, having its center on the axis of the dome.
A large nuraher of divisions were used so as to cause the
total volume to closely agree with that computed. The meridional
thrusts v/ere drawn perpendicular to the radii the same as though
the dome were of constant thickness.
The vertical and horizontal components of the wind were
considered, it "being assumed that the meridian plane, which di-
vides the solid into two equal parts, was the one that contained
the maximum forces. The wind pressures produce "bulging stresses
on the leeward side, which accounts for the use of considerable
more steel than the stresses seem to warrant.
This was done so as to "be sure of collecting the indeter-
minate stresses in the shell and resolve them along lines which
have "been investigated and provided with sufficient reinforce-
ment to "bind the shell together in a monolithic unit, "bridging
over the inequalities of stress and strength of material of con-
struction and. to provide for thermal stresses.
The radius of the dome was so taken that ahove the crown
of the arches there should "be nothing hut compression, thus in-
creasing its stability. The joint of rupture or maximum hoop
tension falls "below this horizontal circle at the crown of the
arches. At the crown of the arches the circle obtained by pass-
ing a horizontal plane is 126 feet in diameter. Below this
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horizontal plane the domical portion reduces to pendentives,
until at the ground, v/here these pendentives die away "between the
arches. For a portion of the way "below the crowns of the arches
compression exists and onlj?- in the lower nineteen feet does any
tension whatsoever exist.
The arches are strengthened by the tunnel vaults in the one
direction and where needed in the other direction, due to the
tension zone of the dome or pendentives, "hy a false wall sprung
hetv;een the two arches.
The stresses may he checked analj/tically hy calculatingi*-a.wl
and dividing "byi.aX in inches.
then wr- = ^^<^y^i
= 92 Ihs per square inch.
It is v^ise to use douhle the average stresses; thus douhle
the average tension, in the crown one foot high resting on the
hase is 184 Ihs per square inch.
A small amount of reinforcing can ta.ke this tension without
yielding appreciably under stress, it being risky to depend on
the concrete furnishing any tensile resistance.
For reinforcement a No . 40 - 3 expanded metal would be used
in the pendentives and up to five feet above the crown of the
arches. This must be lapped one mesh or three inches on the
side and thoro uglily anchored at the ends. This reinforcing will
give 0.40 square inch per 2 inch width, and has an elastic lim.it
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of 24,000 lbs - certainly ample. Mesh should "be in tv/o layers,
one an inch from the intrados, the other, one inch from the ex-
trados.
For the reinforcing from five feet ahove the crown of the
arches to the lantern, a Uo. 20 - 3 expanded metal should he
used and placed as the mesh in the lower portions of the dome
are placed. There is no tensile stress here so a heavy rein-
forcement is not required. The mesh will however reduce the
unit compressive stress on the concrete, though just how much
it is impossible to say.
Trulj"- speaking, it is quite certain that the stresses of
the dome herein have not been analyzed as they are actually dis-
tributed; but considering the existing structures, the v/ays in
which they were designed and constructed, it is certain that
the present one is safe and comparatively econom.ical.
The four arches sustain the loads from the dome. These v/ere
found for a section included between two meridian planes, making
an angle of two degrees with each other. These loads increase
per horizontal foot from the crown of the arch to the haunch.
Having found them, they were laid off on the arch, and the arch
dealt with as usual.
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